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1) This is my #Qanon thread for January 30, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qalerts.app/posts/

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Impeachment Ends

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

*** The original, most used, most frequently updated & feature rich QAnon Android
App available. When at war fight with the best weapon available *** Q Alerts notifies
you quickly when Q Anon makes …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) @KarluskaP was Q'd for this tweet & video.

Trump haters would love to prolong the impeachment trial in the Senate.

Lindsey Graham explained why it is about to come to an abrupt end and an

investigation of Joe and Hunter Biden is about to begin. 

0:00

3) House managers have attempted to add charges to the articles of impeachment to
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prolong the process.

But the impeachment hoax is nearly over.

POTUS is slated to give the State of the Union Address on Feb 4.

Karli  - Text TRUMP to 88022
@KarluskaP

This is quite a bombshell right before Iowa caucuses- Sorry 
#CreepyQuidProJoe

9,108 4:42 PM - Jan 30, 2020

7,753 people are talking about this

4) Corrupt people have fought to keep the world in bondage.

POTUS has withstood their attacks and he will be victorious. 

The Union (and the world) are being freed from the grip of tyrannical despots.
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5) In September of 2018, Q predicted politicians would run for President just to avoid

prosecution. 

They would claim POTUS was attacking them as a political opponent.

That is exactly what the media are saying about attempts to expose corruption in the

Biden family.

6) In 2017, AG Jeff Sessions announced that he had created a special team to

investigate intelligence leaks. On November 15th of that year, the DOJ confirmed 27

open investigations. 

Sessions: Justice Department has 27 investigations into 'epidemic' of l…
The Justice Department has a whopping 27 open investigations into leaks of
classified information with a “political motive,” Attorney General Jeff Sessions
revealed Tuesday — that’s three times more …

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sessions-justice-department-has-27-investigations-in…

7) Q suggested that the whistleblower and his companions in the National Security

Council may be on the DOJ's radar.
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8) Paul Sperry posted a photo from 2015 of Eric Ciaramella, Michael Carpenter & Liz

Zentos. 

Paul Sperry
@paulsperry_

BREAKING: Eric Ciaramella,the CIA operative believed to be the 
"whistleblower," is captured in this 2015 photo taking notes b/t 
Biden adviser Michael Carpenter & NSC's Liz Zentos in WH 
meeting w Ukrainian officials.Carpenter later appeared w Biden 
in infamous "son of a bitch" vid

15.6K 9:46 PM - Jan 29, 2020

13.9K people are talking about this
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9) Michael Carpenter was present when Joe Biden confessed to forcing the removal of

a Ukrainian prosecutor.

10) Carpenter is on the left in this video.
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0:00

11) Q said Eric Ciaramella, Michael Carpenter & Liz Zentos are names worth

remembering. 

(I'm guessing they may be in the news soon.)

12) Supreme Court Justice Roberts would not read a question from Rand Paul during

yesterday's impeachment trial because it contained the name of the person who is

believed to be the whistleblower. 

He tried again today with the same result.

Rand Paul Reveals the Question Justice Roberts Refused to Read Duri…
.01/30/2020 16:06:35PM EST.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2020/01/30/rand-paul-explains-the-question-j…

13) The Senator explained that he's only trying to find out if Obama holdovers plotted

with Adam Schiff long ago to remove POTUS.
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Senator Rand Paul
@RandPaul

My question today is about whether or not individuals who were 
holdovers from the Obama National Security Council and 
Democrat partisans conspired with Schiff staffers to plot 
impeaching the President before there were formal House 
impeachment proceedings.

63.2K 6:19 PM - Jan 30, 2020

40.7K people are talking about this

14) Paul explained the substance of his question. 

Senator Rand Paul
@RandPaul

Replying to @RandPaul

My exact question was: 

Are you aware that House intelligence committee staffer Shawn 
Misko had a close relationship with Eric Ciaramella while at the 
National Security Council together 1/2

26.8K 6:30 PM - Jan 30, 2020

14.9K people are talking about this
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15) Q posted a link to Rand Paul's tweet.

16) It's been reported that the whistleblower was overheard discussing how to remove

POTUS from office only weeks after he was inaugurated.

Ukraine Whistleblower Overheard Discussing How To ‘Take Out’ Trum…
The man suspected to be the whistleblower who sparked the impeachment of
President Donald Trump over a phone call with the president of Ukraine reportedly
openly discussed how to “take out…
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https://www.dailywire.com/news/ukraine-whistleblower-overheard-discussing-how-to-ta…

17) An anon posted a video about comments made by Nancy Pelosi regarding the

Senate impeachment trial.

18) Pelosi isn't happy about the way the Senate conducted the impeachment trial, so

in her mind, it doesn't count.

POTUS will not be acquitted.

Because there wasn't a real trial.

0:00

19) In her weekly address, Pelosi accused POTUS of violating the constitution.

20) Full video.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/ltdHdxOu76g

21) Q suggested the President will take the impeachment articles to the Supreme

Court (SC) and have them declared unconstitutional.

Some have theorized that when Republicans retake the House in November, they

may pass a resolution expunging the impeachment from the record.

22) John Ratcliffe explained that Adam Schiff is hiding the transcript of the

testimony of Inspector General Atkinson because it proves that "the whistleblower

was untruthful about his contacts with Adam Schiff."

0:00

23) The truth will eventually come out.
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MICHAEL SHERIDAN
@BOOMER4K

Watch @RepRatcliffe tell @MariaBartiromo why Schiff is hiding 
the eighteenth transcript. 

I hope this comes out tomorrow, the American people need to 
know about the #AtkinsonTranscript!

15.5K 4:33 PM - Jan 26, 2020

14.9K people are talking about this

24) Department of Justice attorneys backed off their push for jail time for General

Flynn. Today they said would agree to probation. 

DOJ relents, says it would accept probation for Michael Flynn as he m…
The Department of Justice backed down from seeking jail time Wednesday and
made clear that prosecutors would accept mere probation in the case of former
Trump National Security Adviser Michael Flynn …

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-relents-says-it-would-be-okay-with-probation-for-…
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25) The dishonesty of those involved in General Flynn's case is slowly being exposed.

I trust that he will eventually be cleared of all wrongdoing.

26) On March 27th, 2018, an anon told Q he wanted General Flynn's name cleared.

Q said it would be done in 30.

27) Exactly one month later, the House Intelligence Committee released its report

clearing General Flynn of wrongdoing. 

House report backs claim that FBI agents did not think Flynn lied, des…
House Intelligence Committee Republicans, in their newly released report
concluding their Russia investigation, seemed to back up reports that FBI agents
did not think ex-White House national securit…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/house-report-backs-claim-that-fbi-agents-did-not-thin…
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28) Q reminded anons of his post 30 days earlier and suggested Flynn's involvement

in the Mueller investigation had a purpose we would not suspect—he was testifying

about corruption.

29) The DOJ's announcement that it would seek no jail time for Flynn came on the

[30]th.

[30] AG Barr has appointed one of his closest advisors Timothy Shea to head the

prosecutor's office in Washington DC.

Shea will replace Jessie Liu, who has been nominated to become undersecretary for

terrorism & financial crimes at the Treasury Department

AP Exclusive: Barr names new U.S. attorney in DC | WTOP
Attorney General William Barr on Thursday nominated Timothy Shea, one of his
closest advisers, to be the next top prosecutor in the nation’s capital.

https://wtop.com/local/2020/01/ap-exclusive-barr-names-new-u-s-attorney-in-dc/

31) Update the CEO resignation list.
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• • •

Ginni Rometty is out as CEO of IBM, and its cloud boss is replacing her
Ginni Rometty is out after a troubled eight-year run as the leader of IBM.

https://www.businessinsider.com/ibm-ceo-ginni-rometty-arvind-krishna-replace-2020-1

32) Although POTUS intends to use the State of the Union address as a victory lap

against impeachment, he intends to extend an olive branch to House Dems and ask

them to work together for the good of the country.

White House plans to use State of the Union for impeachment victory lap
The White House is putting next week’s State of the Union address at the center of
plans to celebrate President Trump’s impeachment acquittal, with what is intended
to be an uplifting message that he…

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/white-house-plans-to-use-state-of-the-uni…
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